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Abstract We prove a characterization of Sobolev spaces of order  by square
functions related to the integral of Marcinkiewicz
  Introduction
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j   for all   	 
where Z denotes the set of integers and the Fourier transform
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Then the following two theorems are known see   
Theorem A Suppose that
  B

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Theorem B We assume that
  B
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in Theorem A was shown in  without
the assumption 




	 	  	    p 	 consists of all the functions f





















































































where jBx tj is the Lebesgue measure of a ball Bx t in R
n
with center x and
radius t
We recall the weight class A
p
of Muckenhoupt A weight w belongs to A
p
	


















where the supremum is taken over all balls B in R
n
see 











is known that jJ

gj  CMg	 where where M denotes the HardyLittlewood


















 which can be expressed as f  J
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 such g is
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 	  
The Marcinkiewicz function was introduced by  see  for some background
materials



























 for all  with    jj  		 
where   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Then the following results are known see   
Theorem C Let    p  w  A
p
and   	  n Let U

























Theorem D Suppose that    p   w  A
p
and   	  n Let E

be as in























See 	   for relevant results





 by certain square
functions relative to the integral of Marcinkiewicz when n 	 	 which extends to






















for all j    j  n 








dx   for all j k	    j k  n with j  k 
Let I
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Let n 	  Dene















 satisfying   and   when n    and
n  	 we have analogues of    in  and  below	 respectively Applying
Theorems A and B	 we have the following results
Theorem  Suppose that n 	  Let w  A
p
 p    Let   be as in   




 satisfying   and   Suppose that the nondegeneracy















 with     and let






for all   R
n
n fg with some      







 f  L
p
w
for all p    and w  A
p

Theorems    and   will be used to prove Theorems   and   below for
n 	 	 respectively
Proof of Theorem    Suppose that supp  fjxj Mg Then we have j xj 
Cjxj
n
if jxj  M  Let jxj 	 M  Then	 applying Taylors formula	 by  	
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	 we have j

 j  Cjj and hence    Alto
gether	 thus we can apply Theorem A to get the conclusion of Theorem     
Similarly	 Theorem   follows from Theorem B






















where we have denoted by SR
n
 the Schwartz class of rapidly decreasing smooth
functions on R
n
 We note the following










extends to a bounded operator on L
p
w










































for all   SR
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for f g  L
p
w
 Then	 if fLf  L
p
w
	 we have SfLf  Sf




Theorem  Let n 	   Suppose that f  L
p
w
    p   w  A
p
 Let Sf




 satisfying    
and   where  and   are related as in     or  according as n 	 
n   or n    Then
  if f W
p
w
 then Lf  L
p
w





 if Sf g  L
p
w
for some g  L
p
w
 then f W
p
w
and g  Lf









































































for g  L
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 If g  L
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We have a discrete parameter analogue of Theorem  
Theorem  Suppose that n 	   and f  L
p
w
    p   w  A
p
 Let 




 satisfying         and   where  and  
are related as in Theorem   Let V f and V f g be as in    and   
respectively Then
  Lf  L
p
w
and V f  L
p
w




 if V f g  L
p
w
for some g  L
p
w
 it follows that f  W
p
w
and g  Lf















See  for characterization of the Sobolev spaces by square functions related to








 satisfying   and  	 then we have already
seen in the proof of Theorem    that the function   dened by   	 n 	 	
satises the conditions    and  	 	  of Theorem A This is also the case
for functions   in  and in  below	 on R

and on R 	 respectively	 as can
be shown similarly
Let us further assume that  is a radial function Then	 we have the decay
estimate     by the formula in  	 p 	 Theorem  for n 	  Also	 if  is
a radial function	 it follows that   dened by    satises the nondegeneracy
condition   and hence   This is also the case for functions   in  and

We can see   when  is a radial function as follows First	 we note that there










   Gjj We can see
that   is not identically  This holds since   is unbounded when n 	  the result
for n    is also seen by an inspection see Section  Therefore we have  
since z   cannot be an accumulation point of zeros of Gz
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 n 	  	     and   with   as in   	  and 	 for all n 	  
This follows from remarks above and easy observations In this case we can rewrite































































































































































































f  The square functions Sf	 Sf g are considered in   and
unweighted results concerning them contained in Theorem   are due to  
In Section 	 we shall prove Lemma   and Theorem   for n 	  by applying
Theorem    Theorem   can be proved in the same way as Theorem  	 by
using Theorem   if n 	  We shall give an outline of the proof of Theorem  
for n 	  in Section 
To prove Theorems   and   for n    	 we need analogues of Theorems
   and   The cases n     should be treated separately	 since the Riesz
potential is not available as in the case of R
n
above for n 	  In Section 	 in
the two dimensional case	 Theorems   and   will be proved	 where analogues of
Theorems    and   will be shown for n   Finally	 in Section 	 we shall prove
Theorems   and   for n    Also	 analogues of Theorems    and   for n   
will be given
 Proof of Theorem  for n 	 
We need the following
Lemma  Let S and S

be as in    and    respectively on R
n
 n 	  
with  as in Theorem   Let g  L
p
w
 w  A
p




















We give a proof of Lemma   for n 	  in this section The results for n   and
n    can be shown similarly with the arguments in Sections  and 	 respectively
The following relations concerning Riesz and Bessel potentials are useful





































Here we give a proof of Lemma  





 extends to a bounded operator on L
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for all   SR
n
 if f  SR
n
 Since both sides of the equality above are continuous
in f  L
p
w
for each xed  and SR
n
 is dense in L
p
w
	 we get the conclusion
 
Proof of Lemma   for n 	  We rst prove   for g  SR
n
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with a constant C independent of N 	
since SR
n
 is dense in L
p
w
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 such that g
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which has been already shown	 we get the conclusion  
The next result will be useful in what follows see    for a proof





 n 	   with w  A
p
    p  
Let g  SR
n
 and 	   Then we have
  K

 f  gx  K

 f  gx  K

















Proof of Theorem   for n 	  If f W
p
w
	 f  J





Lemma   and Lemma   we have part  
Suppose f g Sf g  L
p
w







    and put f
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x  CMSf gx



































we see that the quantity on the left hand side belongs to L
p
w































































 C by Lemma  
So	 we have a sequence fh

k










































































































So we have H

h  g  Lf Similarly	 we see that f  J




























have  for all g  L
p
w
 If f  W
p
w
and f  J






h  Lf by

















 This completes the proof of Theorem
   
 Proof of Theorem  for n 	 
We can prove Theorem   similarly to the proof of Theorem   So	 only the
outline of the proof is given
Lemma  Let V and V

be as in    and    on R
n
 n 	   respectively
with  as in Theorem   Suppose that g  L
p
w
 w  A
p





























for g  SR
n
 and apply Theorem   and Lemma 
Lemma   and Lemma   imply part   of Theorem   To prove part  of















x  CMV f gx
































we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem   to get the assertion of part 







 Then we have the following see 	 p
  









































It is known that 

   	 where  denotes Eulers constant






































































































































as 	  with 	   
On the other hand	
L



























log jxj for x  R

n fg
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as 	  with 	   Also	 if 	   	
jL










with a constant C independent of 	 By  	 	  and the Lebesgue con










































































log jxj on R
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 Suppose that 
satises     and supp  fjxj  Mg Let x  L

 x  L

x
Then jxj  C   j log jxjj if jxj  M and jxj  Cjxj








Proof The estimates jxj  C  j log jxjj for jxj  M and jxj  Cjxj

for
jxj 	 M can be shown as in the proof of Theorem   	 since L

  on R

n fg
































































































	 we can see that the last integral tends to  as    Also	
h 














































 Then	 by the proof of
Theorem    for n 	  and Lemma 	 we can see that   satises    and  	
	  of Theorem A Thus we have the following



















g for g 
SR

 Using this and Theorem 	 we can argue similarly to the proof of Theorem
  for n 	 	 so that we see that Theorem   holds in the case of R


Also	 Theorem B implies the following




















g	 g  SR

 From this and Theorem
 we can see that Theorem   is valid in the case of R

by arguing similarly to
the proof of Theorem   for n 	 
 One dimensional case
We recall the following result see 





























We give a proof for completeness
Proof of Lemma   We prove the lemma when    	   The case 	   follows










































































 xM  	   x

dx d
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We note that the last integral tends to  as M   On the other hand	 since











































































sinx dx see  	 p
 	 we get the conclusion  
 	 SHUICHI SATO


























We can prove the following











 and supp  fjxj 
Mg Let x  L

 x  L

x Then jxj  C if jxj  M and x   if











   follows from Lemma   with 	   as
in Lemma  The other assertions of Lemma  can be shown easily
Let

















as in   Then	 the conditions   
and  	 	  of Theorem A follow from the proof of Theorem    for n 	  and
Lemma 
We have the following











To see this from Theorem A	 it suces to show that   holds for   of 
The proof is similar to the one given in Section   when  is a radial function So	 it
suces to show that   is not identically  We prove it by contradiction Suppose










 is bounded and is not a constant function	 we deduce that c















which is the Fourier transform of the function 
e
jxj
 This contradicts the fact
that  is compactly supported
















g and Theorem  if we argue similarly to the proof
of Theorem   for n 	 
Also	 by Theorem B we have the following

















g	 g  SR Applying this and
Theorem  and arguing similarly to the proof of Theorem   for n 	 	 we can
see that Theorem   holds on R
 

Remark  When n   	 we do not need to assume the conditions   and  
in Theorems   and  	 respectively	 since they follow from the other hypotheses
of the theorems	 as we have seen above
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